INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR

FAST ® BACK BRACE ASSEMBLY

The Back Brace Assembly prevents deflection
by providing support when the FAST Thermal
BracketTM offset shelf angle support ("FAST
Thermal Bracket") exceeds 25" in height.
■ Adds stability to the bracket
■ Can be used to reduce loads on the anchor
■ Functions like a kicker but can fit into a 6" stud
cavity
■ Allows long drop downs from slab to shelf angle
without additional structual steel support
■ No welding required
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Preemptively measure all
components to the rest of
the wall assembly to ensure
everything will fit once
assembled. Start by installing
the anchorage component
to temporarily hold the FAST
Thermal Bracket in place.

2. Temporarily install all FAST
Thermal Brackets along a
line of shelf angle to level
the shelf angle. Mark the
location of the Back Brace
connection once everything
is level.
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Back
Brace
Location
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3. Use the Back Brace plate
to trace an outline for the
cut in the sheathing. Cut out
the sheathing once properly
located.

4. Install the Back Brace plate
in the cutout of the sheathing
and reseal the air vapor
membrane on the surface of
the back brace plate. Fasten
the FAST Thermal Bracket to
the Back Brace through the
Back Brace plate.
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5. Torque bolt to snug tight to
ensure contact with a rigid
surface.

INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE!

Contact us if you have any questions. We are here to help!
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